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Nemir Matos Cintrón
Two Poems

Canto a Changó

He recibido bautizo de fuego y de ceniza
Iniciada estoy
Changó vienes violenta
Hembra Hombre Hombra
Vienes con fuerza
No te resisto
Asísteme Levántame
Desde tu origen, desde Nigeria
Fuerza Yoruba, Ábreme paso
Con doble espada. doble filo
Entre izquierda o derecha,
Ábreme paso. ábreme paso
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Song to Changó

Baptised by fire and ash
Initiated I stand
Changó, come violently
Hembra Hombre Hombra
Come with force
I will resist you not
Assist me Lift me
From your birthplace, from Nigeria
Yoruba force, Open the path for me
With a double blade. double edged
From left to right,
Open the path for me. open the path for me
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Kiera Moore
Four Poems

River 

*wendh- ‘to wind, to turn’ / *weyd- ‘to see’

 ° thalweg    ° oxbow    ° gorge
the wideness of the horizon because its goal is to always shift          

the 
eternal 

flowering
of

complex 
rivers    the sweep of silvery-blue arriving    shade of trees
the days by the water    transforms            settling the silt in 

the veins

 ° abrasion    ° attrition    ° alluvium
in the downwards ache    the underbelly of the currents flow
emptying light that reflects the river folding in    a ribbon 
of anemones    ‘daughter of the wind’    she scoops down to 

hold
                                                             water to earth
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the stretch of distances form                 lands convergence 
internal rivers always connecting 
onwards into the same    the piles of home intransigent    

collecting dust
circling the prey          / watching myself watching

holding back the water
trying to make the river my own    sharp boundaries
                               fall    forwards    transigere

° fluvial    ° deposition    ° delta    ° deleth
                                                ‘door’
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Ruy Belo
Three Poems

Algumas Proposições Com Pássaros E Árvores Que
O Poeta Remata Com Uma Referência Ao Coração

Os pássaros nascem na ponta das árvores
As árvores que eu vejo em vez de fruto dão pássaros
Os pássaros são o fruto mais vivo das árvores
Os pássaros começam onde as árvores acabam
Os pássaros fazem cantar as árvores
Ao chegar aos pássaros as árvores engrossam movimentam-se
deixam o reino vegetal para passar a pertencer ao reino animal
Como pássaros poisam as folhas na terra
quando o outono desce veladamente sobre os campos
Gostaria de dizer que os pássaros emanam das árvores
mas deixo essa forma de dizer ao romancista
é complicada e não se dá bem na poesia
não foi ainda isolada da filosofia
Eu amo as árvores principalmente as que dão pássaros
Quem é que lá os pendura nos ramos?
De quem é a mão a inúmera mão?
Eu passo e muda-se-me o coração
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A Few Propositions With Birds And Trees That
The Poet Concludes With A Reference To The Heart

Birds are born on the tips of trees
The trees I see yield birds instead of fruit
Birds are the liveliest fruit of trees
Birds begin where trees end
Birds make the trees sing
On reaching the height of birds the trees swell and stir
passing from the vegetable to the animal kingdom
Like birds their leaves alight on the ground
when autumn quietly falls over the fields
I feel like saying that birds emanate from the trees
but I’ll leave that manner of speaking to the novelist
it’s complicated and doesn’t work in poetry
it still hasn’t been isolated from philosophy
I love trees especially those that yield birds
Who hangs them there on the branches?
Whose hand is it whose myriad hand?
I pass by and my heart’s not the same
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the source of the river

is a living

god
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Christina Lloyd
Nada te turbe

After St. Teresa of Ávila’s Prayer

Rid of a fetid kidney
but yoked to agony,
I feel Teresa float 
over my hospital bed.

Her hands: 
webbed black swan feet 
wrapping round my crown.
She forgoes the scorpion oil  

rubbed into her flesh, 
the hot candlewax 
decanted onto closed lids  
to rouse me from torpor. 

Instead, she plants an abalone 
on my throbbing side,
observes its sole ripple  
over wire stitches.
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From Scottish Folklore
Garbhag an T-Sleibh / The Club-Moss

Garbhag an t-sleibh air mo shiubhal,
Cha ’n eirich domh beud no pudhar;
Cha mharbh garmaisg, cha dearg iubhar mi,
Cha riab grianuisg no glaislig uidhir mi.
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The club-moss is on my person,
No harm nor mishap can me befall;
No sprite shall slay me, no arrow shall wound me,
No fay nor dun water-nymph shall tear me.

Translated from Scottish Gaelic 

by Alexander Carmichael
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Kym Deyn
As Above So Below

The bog’s backwards witchland 
holds unknown anatomies, as 
many as a length of string is long, 
as unreachable as time’s thick 
molasses. Peat-swimmers. 
Moss cairned. Holy red lambs. 
Here is the underland. Time 
is an unseeing eye, carved 
baltic amber. Here in the below 
places where red bodies open 
their mouths to speak: 
the wool-wrapped boy offering, 
the mislaid king. The horizon 
a suspended anchor, body mid- 
air. All time is no time: a body 
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C.P. Nield
Fogou

‘Pendene Vowe ... a holl or deepe vaute in the grounde, wherinto the sea 

floweth at high water, very farr vnder the earth: Manie have attempted, 

but none effected, the search of the depth of it.’

John Norden, Speculum Britanniae

Down the gate-barred, slope-slit 
mouth, I crawled,
blood quick on moss

and flint shards edged
like rat’s teeth. The hole 
contracted, squeezed me down,

down to the final 
stone-lintelled throat, 
the creep.

Dark as outer space
or hollow earth,
she bloomed, dream carved

with downward horns. I slid 
face down, belly down, 
worm flat,
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Maria Graham
Journal of a Residence in Chile (Excerpts)

The varieties of laurel and myrtle are most conspicuous, and 
there are an abundance of other trees and shrubs, most of 
whose leaves emit, on being crushed, a spicy flavour. One of 
the largest and most beautiful is the canelo, or false cinna-
mon, which is used in medicine, and whose properties are 
very similar to those of the cinnamon of the East. It is more-
over an interesting tree, as connected with the history of the 
natives. Under it the Indigenous Chilenos performed sacri-
fices to their deities, invoking Pillam, the supreme judge. 
The branches of this tree, dipped in the blood of sacrifices, 
are used to sprinkle and consecrate places of council, and 
such branches are considered tokens of peace.

*
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The new plants that first struck me were the beautiful red 
quintral, which some call the Chile honeysuckle, but it is 
scentless, and it is a parasite. And a beautiful little flower, 
also a parasite, called here cabella de angel, or angel’s hair. It 
has no leaves, but their place is supplied by long semi-trans-
parent stalks, which, waving in the air from the branches of 
the trees on which they have fastened, appear like locks of 
golden hair. This flower grows in thick close clusters, and 
looks like white wax; it is five-petalled and very fragrant. 
Both these parasites are considered by the natives as emol-
lients, and are applied to wounds. 

*

The culen, whose virtues I have mentioned before, I now 
learned was also a charm against witchcraft. The litri, the 
leaves of which blister the hands — nay, so acrid is the plant, 
that persons but passing by, have their faces swelled by it, 
and it is dangerous to sleep in its shade. The algarobilla, a 
small acacia, yields a black dye, and common writing-ink is 
made from it. Quilo, a small flowering trailing shrub; the 
flower is greenish-white, succeeded by a berry, or rather 
seed, enclosed in a fleshy cup; the whole berry is of the 
size of a currant, and of a pleasant sub-acid taste: the roots, 
when boiled, are used to restore grey hair to its original 
colour. The floripondio (Datura arborea), whose beautiful 
funnel-shaped flower, milk white, smells sweet as the sun 
goes down. Some beautiful varieties of lady’s slipper, and 
romarillo or bastard rosemary, an infusion of which is drank 
to strengthen the stomach. Pimentella, a kind of sage, with 
splendid flowers but dull grey leaves, is used for rheumatic 
pains. The quillo quilloe, or white lychnis, and tornatilla, a 
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Sarah Alcaide-Escue
Three Poems

Between Catastrophes, the Saltmarsh Sparrow Sings

I, too, have learned the language of loss,
  to shed my shape as a broken villanelle sheds
 repetition, or to trace the bodyspill of a toothsome hollow. 
   Each flood-moon, I witness my own undoing,
a shatter of nests unthread themselves of cordgrass, 
 sedges, needlerush. Thin hours wilt
into a riverblur. On the muddy margins
  of the marsh, my sternum is a flash of promise,
a sacred thing that sounds like receding. 
  Here, all is sedimentary, silt,
   and everything steals itself.     
  Everything stills itself.
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Luanne Armstrong
When We Are Broken (Excerpts)

I live by gifts
conjured from dirt or air or light
Nothing stays
There is nothing to keep or hold onto
But I hold on every day
just as a bee
hollows out a flower

*
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This time of year 
time slides under my feet
like gold foil
hammered thin as skim ice
on brown puddles

Every day brings me closer
to nothing

I hold each day in my hands 
like a skein of barbed wire

Even as the sun dims, the tops 
of the Purcells glisten gold 
and white mingled threads 
battered by the season’s
turning hammer

*
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Daniela Cascella
… cerchi? Cerchi. (… you search? Circles.)

‘There are some goods which are destroyed by being evaluated.’ 

Simone Weil, New York Notebook (@HCA)

If sometimes I return to writing, it is because certain words 
do not take leave from me, nor I from them. We circle 
around one another, we search.

If I return to writing it is to write circles.
If I return to writing I write circles.
If writing searches. If writing circles.

*

I write circles. Words in return and spinning, I call it a lit-
urgy. That, that. No other reading is permitted.

Liturgy, I call it. 
Don’t I dare?
Liturgy.
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*

Liturgy. Do not go lightly with certain words, those that 
seem too simple and too difficult, that stop you at their 
threshold: they are so fundamental, they seem to vanish as 
you write them. It is necessary to go through them, suffer 
through them, emerge transformed. Only afterwards will 
you be able to write the simple and difficult words. Liturgy, 
circle, search. Soul, attention, beauty.

*

Sometimes they call from the insides of other books, those 
words. 

Readers not inclined to suffer through them will not con-
sider those books, not hear those words. They do not know 
what to do with them, they will say, as they dismiss those 
words. 

It is painful and frightening, to respond to the call of the 
simple and difficult words in those books, they are neither 
timely, nor current, those words. 

They will not grant popularity, so they are often shunned, 
those words.

*

Liturgy is precision, devotion. It is the persistence, across a 
timespan that exceeds individual time, of gestures at once 
ephemeral and present. Reading-writing as liturgy carries 
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qualities of the visible sought in recurring voices and small 
precise movements, often circling. Circles, circles. Cerchi, 
cerchi. In Italian cerchi is both circles, and you search. I was 
first summoned to my search, in circles, toward my centre, by 
a writer who called herself Cristina Campo, whose initials are 
also those of cerchio and of centro, of circle and centre, and 
who told me of liturgy as the phonic weight of metamorpho-
sis disclosed in repetition and attention, as the geometric site 
of ineffable rhythms, as the subtle and terrible circulation of 
pneuma, of prana, and sometimes, of mana.

One evening Cristina whispered in my ear, from a page:

Dal centro al cerchio e sì dal cerchio al centro
mòvesi l’acqua in un ritondo vaso
seconda ch’è percosso fori o dentro. 

From centre to circle and so from circle to centre
does water move in a round vase
as it is struck without, or from the inside.

It is Dante in Paradise but in my hearing it is Cristina’s voice 
here, where it is not heaven, reading those verses to me, 
reading, ringing, centring, circling, circle, centre, igniting 
my search for centre in circles, my understanding that writ-
ing goes nowhere other than its circle, its centre, it has no 
purpose other than centring, circling, returning, and at once 
never ceases to burn with desire, to gesture with eyes and 
ears, in and beyond the circle and the centre, so in writing I 
centre, circle, yearn, burn, return — this time, to an epigram 
by Angelus Silesius translated by Cristina:

I do not know what I am, I am not what I know
Thing and no-thing, a dot and a circle.
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Adam Flint
Truant Monk

William Stapleton, @DAG

In the Beginning was Fate. 

            Fate estranged 

from the onset, 
the outcome. 

            Destiny only all 

*

Longingly at leaves, 
their light mains 
charging my hands, 

I look past veins, 
loathe to rise 
at matins; 

would rather slip the brethren, 
the peals that dawn 
on a hollow order; 

its origin lost, faint 
traced to the gloss which says, 
none is also under; 
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and search all shew-stones 
for a littull ynch of shadowe: 
my thing-spiret in a glass

*

Our leafen boyhoods gnarl 
so early. 
              My heartwood 
hollows now and dries. 

My cheeks sag where the gums miss teeth, 
and fine lines fan the eye-tails. 

Forelock fallen, stubbornly bald, 
I dim so,
I dim 

*

I watch the young amanuensis 
set the cured quill aside.

All is quiet. The forthright voice 
of iron and oak gall ebbs inside the calamus.

Outside, through high cloud, 
the crisp light, refracted, falls
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Parmenides
On Nature (Excerpts)

Ӻהֆ�չ·�նבսպքնց�ևպ�։ֆվց�և֒�և·�֯ց�նבս֬քվ�ۛ֒ցևն�
ֆֵۚնևն�տն�տնսնք֩օ�պװնո֬փօ�ָպրփվփ�
րնۚۛ֒չփօ�ֲքո·�֕չռրն�տնנۛۛע�սպց�֯ւպո֬ցփցևփ��
ֲքոն�ևպ�տտրۛփօ�ۛպֆۛ�պք։փվևն�ֆպրֵցռօ�
տն�։ֆվց��պבչֵֆպվօ�չ֭�տն�փװքնցסց�֕ۚ։օ�ֲ֊փցևն�
ֲցսպց�ֲ։ֈ�ևպ�տն�օ�ۚվց�֘ոփֈօ֬ۛ֯�չռֆպց�Ԏց֒ոտռ�
ۛպքնև·�ֲ֊պվց�֘ֆևքց�
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You will know ether’s nature and all the ethereal
Signs, the dark work that the pure alert bright torch sun does
These deeds annihilating from which life emerges;
And you’ll learn the nature of the round moon’s
Wandering ways; you will know all the surrounding heavens
Hold, what sprung into being and how Necessity led
The stars shackled to their limits.
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� � ۛ؆օ�ոնזն�տնֹ�րվփօ�ָչ֭�ֆպրֵցռ�
նבսֵք�ևպ�ւֈցסօ�ո֒րն�և·�փװք֒ցվփց�տնצ�րֈۚۛփօ�
ֲֆ֊նևփօ�ָչ·�֘ֆևքց�սպքۚסց�ۚ֬ցփօ�քֵۚսռֆնց�
ոոցպֆսնվ�
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         …how earth and sun and moon,
The common air, the Milky Way’s milk, and Olympus
So high, so far, and the soul-like might of stars rushed
Into being….
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Boëthius
De Philosophiae Consolatione (Excerpts)

Caput XXV

ȭĆ¥ŠȟģɀȟȢĆƯȟŠʶĆƅÜƟĆȟÐƯŠȟƯࠄȟȟכɀƟĆȟȢƯȟȭ±ࠋĆȟ
ĆƯࠋȭ¥ƟǝȟࠍʶĆƅÜĆȟȭɀȟÐĆ̋¥ƟȟƖ±̋Ćǝȟࠍʶ¥ȟȭɀȟŠũƟĆȟ
¥ƅ±ȢࠍȢǝȟࠍʶ¥ȟࠍǑࠋũƟÜȭȟŠĆȟɀǑǝȟ١ȟʶࠋũ̋¥ģȟʶũþ hũࠍȟ
̋ĆÜƟכĆࠍǝȟכʶ¥ȟכĆģȟĆ¥ÜȟࠍĆƯȟࠍɀƟƟĆǝȟȭĆ¥Šȟ
ŠĆƯȟƯࠄĆࠋȟƖũכƟĆȟכ±̋ȟƯƟࠍũ̋Ćȟ١ȟƅɀȢĆȟȢƯȟȭ±ࠋĆȟ
ĆƯࠋȭ¥ƟǝȟĆࠄȢȟŠĆƯȟࠍĆÜȭȟŠũࠋĆȟ̋ĆÜƟכĆǝȟ١ȟࠍȢũ̋ȭȟƯƟȟ
ȭ¥ȟכ±̋ƅ¥ƟȟʶĆ̋¥ࠍȟʶũþ hũࠋĆȟɀǑࠋƟ±ࠍǝȟ١ȟࠍʶ¥ȟŠũe 
ɀࠄƯࠋȟ١ȟɀࠄƯࠋǝȟƯģģĆȟŠũƯȟÜƖȭȟࠍʶ¥ȟɀǑȟࠍʶ¥ȟŊũࠋĆȟ
Ȣǝȟࠄ¥ÜĆࠍĆȭȟ±ƅÜȟ̋Ćכʶ¥ȟכĆȟÐũģǝȟכƟȢȟ̋ĆÜࠍĆƖĆࠄ
ʶࠋũ̋¥ȭȟʶũþ hũࠍȟ̋ĆÜƟכĆࠍǝȟ١ȟ̋Ćࠄ¥̋ĆƟȟÐũȭȟ̋ũࠄȟ
hũȢȟ±ࠋࠄĆȟȢƯȟÜɀƖ¥ƟȟƖ±̋ǝȟ\ũࠍȟƟ¥Ɵȟ̋ĆࠍÜĆ¥ࠄȢȟ
̋ĆࠍÜĆ¥ǑĆƟȟȭ¥ࠋ¥ȟȭĆȟƟĆȟʶũƅƟũ̋Ćȟ߬ȟŠũt þũכĆࠋȟ
ÜɀƖ¥ƟȟƖ±̋ĆȟȭƯƟ¥ƟȟȭĆȟŠũȢȟ±ࠋȟÜƯƖǝȟ߬ȟũࠍȟȢƯȟ
ĆǝࠍࠍƟĆ̋ࠋƯࠍࠋȢĆȟ١ȟȢƯȟƯࠍ±ࠋ

[...]
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Chapter XXV

Though thou pull any bough down to the 
earth, such as thou mayest bend; as soon as 
thou lettest it go, so soon springs it up, and 
moves towards its kind. So doth also the sun. 
Though she after mid-day sink and incline to 
the earth, again she seeks her kind, and 
departs by unknown ways to her rising, and 
so hastens higher and higher, until she comes 
so far up as her highest nature is. So doth 
every creature. It tends towards its kind, and 
is joyful if it ever may come thereto. There is 
no creature formed which desires not that it 
may come thither when it before came, 
that is, to rest and tranquillity.

[...]
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Peter Mark Adams
The Patria of Constantinople
և֓֒ܠ�ևքվն�ӿցֆևնցևվցփֈנܠրպօ

Patria, combining mythology, ethnography, geography and 
archaeology, constituted a popular literary genre in late-an-
tiquity; as though a compelling need had arisen to preserve 
and celebrate a cultural inheritance; the myths and history 
peculiar to a region, a people or a city; the legendary accre-
tions of its archaic traditions, its gods and demigods, sacred 
places, rites and festivals; their re-telling constitutive of a 
distinct Hellenistic identity. As such, patria sought to deline-
ate their subjects through their most essential relationships: 
the boundedness of a determinate, immemorial landscape; a 
topography construed through the archaising narrative lens 
of myth and legend; and the interweaving of the lives and 
loves of the ancient Hellenistic gods as they fleetingly trans-
ited the linear plane of the temporal. 

The Patria of Constantinople of Hesychius of Miletus, 
a chronicler resident in the city during the sixth century, 
provides just such an encompassing account of its archaic 
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origins; re-contextualising the physical topography and 
history of its imperial centre as one bounded not by its pro-
liferating Christian edifices — a significant omission in that 
day — but the infinitely older lens of its mythically-imbued 
landscape. 

Cast back across the gulfs of time, Hesychius’ gaze upon 
the mythical past serves as an occluded admonishment, a 
form of resistance to and rallying point against Justinian’s 
great religious persecutions; persecutions that involved 
the unleashing of religious fanatics to arrest, confiscate, 
torture and either execute or force conversions of educated 
Hellenists and pagan peasants alike; to encompass the 
destruction of the Hellenistic cultural legacy — its temples, 
statues, sacred groves and altars — both in the city and 
throughout the Hellenistic cultural oecumenon — the ancient 
cites of the Aegean littoral, Troy, Assos, Priene, Ephesus 
and Clazomenae; the great hill city of Pergamon; Sardis, the 
first step on the Royal Road to Persia; the Ionian cities of the 
Meander valley and delta — historically great centres of philos-
ophy, poetry and science — Miletus, Aphrodisias, Tralles; and 
of course, the eternally enduring cities of Athens, Damascus 
and Alexandria. Throughout this, the most civilised of 
realms, religious fanaticism became the order of the day. 
How does this background of religious tyranny affect the 
way in which Hesychius composed his work, and more to the 
point, how we read it today? 

Hesychius’ Constantinopolitan landscape hinges upon its 
headland — the ‘Horn’ — bounded upon three sides by water; 
to the north the Golden Horn — the confluence of the sweet 
waters of Europe, the Cydarus and Barbyse, flowing from the 
hills of Thrace and giving out to the Bosphorus to the east as 
it snakes north to the Euxine Sea and to the south to be sim-
ilarly engulfed by the gaping mouth of the Sea of Marmara; 
but our tale commences far away, with the promptings of an 
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Callum James
Dogboy

From the desert, dog-headed, body black as
burnt bone for daubing on the walls.

He is coming

Fur-scented, soundless, holding in his groin
the moon, his tail closing over an eclipse.

He is coming

Buoyant on hot winds, attended by the tented
peoples of the sand: the star-filled ones.

He is coming

He treads the surface of my city sleep
like stepping-stones along my shallow river.

He is coming

Naked and invisible, touchless on the 
tarmac, in the gutters, slipping through walls.

He is coming
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Between his thighs a passing place, gates
of ebony, the secrets of the ecstatic dead.

He is coming

Stalking this room, close and closer, rippling
through unnatural streets to below the window.

He is coming

Prowling about, seeking not prey but
a brother, he will find a way inside my chest.

He is coming

Musky, burnt, and dry as mausoleum sand,
I will find a way inside his fuchsia cavities.

He is coming
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Maria Graham
On the Trees and Shrubs of Chile (Excerpts)

ABELLANO (Quadria avelana) — The nut is six or seven lines 
in diameter, covered with a hard shell, containing a loose 
kernel of two lobes within one pellicle, as large as coffee, 
but rounder, oily, pleasant, and agreeable, which is eaten 
roasted, or ground into flour, or in sauces. The shell, pow-
dered and boiled, is said to be good in dysentery, and the 
smoke is useful in faintings: chewing it is recommended to 
sweeten the breath. 

ALGAROBILLA — Small and delicate, the seed is used to make 
writing ink.

CANELO (South American Cinnamon) — The bark, which 
is five lines thick, is juicy, but pungent. When it is burnt it 
emits a smoke that is hurtful to the eyes, but which has an 
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agreeable smell, not unlike cinnamon, the name of which it 
has borrowed. On being cut, an aromatic gum, like incense, 
distils from the tree, and, exposed to the sun, the same gum 
forms itself into globules between the wood and the bark. 
The decoction of the leaves or bark of this tree is good to 
bathe in, in paralytic and other weakening disorders; taken 
into the mouth it eases the tooth-ache, cures cancer, and 
heals ulcers in the throat. If the decoction is very strong, 
it is corrosive; and applied as a lotion, is good for the itch, 
scurvy, and ringworm. Mixed with salt and urine, it kills lice 
in horses, and cures the scab. A fumigation of canelo dries 
up pustules and ulcers of the worst kind; and finally, it is 
useful in spasmodic affections, convulsions, and debility of 
nerves. It destroys all noxious insects, and dissipates conta-
gion: an infusion of its branches freshens and restores the 
colour of indigo when turned green. 

CARDON (Pourretia coarctata) — Its leaves are great masses, 
from three to four palms long, and furnished with short, 
sharp, curved prickles. Its flower is beautiful yellow, and 
contains a portion of fragrant and pleasant honey, with a 
resinous dust on the stamens. This honey applied to the ear 
alleviates pain and restores hearing. 

FLORIPONDIO (Datura arborea) — Very common; it grows 
five yards high, and a quarter thick, with many branches. Its 
flower is beautiful, and smells very sweet. It takes grafts of 
the cherimoya, which thrive well on it, but the fruit has not 
been tried, for fear of poison, because that of the floripondio 
itself destroys dogs. 
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From Navajo Folklore
Prayer (Excerpt)

Kininaekaígi
HD\RONiO beKRJiQJL
HD\RONiO bedaKRQLNiJL
HD\RONiO�EHNHpWLn
HastVp\DOWL
%ǩNp�VǩNp�QDVOín
%ǩWViW�VǩWViW�QDVOín
%ǩWVǩ·V�VǩWVǩ·V�QDVOín
%ǩ·QL�Vǩ·QL�QDVOín
%ǩQp�VǩQp�QDVOín
%pLWVRV�VpLWVRV�QDVOín
%HEǩWVǩ·G]H�KR]yQL�EHVǩWVǩ·G]e KR]y
%HEǩNpGH�KR]yQL�EHVǩWVǩ·G]H�KR]y
%HEL\i�KR]yQL�EHVL\i�KR]y
%HEǩNtJL�KR]yQL�EHVǩNtJL�KR]y
%HEǩQi�KR]yQL�EHVǩQi�KR]y
7DGǩWGtQ�EHEǩ]iKDJR�KR]yGL� 

ai beVǩ]iKDJR�KR]y�QDVǩ·VOin
HR]y�QDKastOín
HR]y�QDKastOín
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In Kininaékai.
In the house made of dawn.
In the story made of dawn.
On the trail of dawn.
O Talking God!
His feet, my feet, restore.
His limbs, my limbs, restore.
His body, my body, restore.
His mind, my mind, restore.
His voice, my voice, restore.
His plumes, my plumes, restore.
With beauty before him, with beauty before me.
With beauty behind him, with beauty behind me.
With beauty above him, with beauty above me.
With beauty below him, with beauty below me.
With beauty around him, with beauty around me.
With pollen beautiful in his voice,  

with pollen beautiful in my voice.
It is finished in beauty.
It is finished in beauty.

Translated from Navajo

by Washington Matthews
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From Inuit Folklore
Words to Stop Bleeding

¶TXSDQXaUйƾX.p man.a
DƌDMƍUTD.ƌDWD�
aua man.a 
VDOXƌParsaru.k 
qiju.k
aua man.a 
VDOXƌParsaru.N�·
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‘This is blood 
from the little sparrow’s 
mother.
Wipe it away!
This is blood
That flowed from a piece of wood.
Wipe it away!’

Note:

 Documented by Knud Rasmussen in Iglulingmiut and Danish. Translated from 

Danish into English by W. Worster.
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From Bagobo Folklore
The Nature of the Soul (Excerpts)

Right-hand Soul or Gimokud Takawanan

Brown in colour like a Bagobo, they say the Takawanan 
would look, could one but clearly glimpse it, and in all other 
characteristics, it is like the living Bagobo, except for its 
tenuous substance. It is identified with the activities and 
the life itself of the body, and hence remains in the body 
throughout life; for the event of its removing itself to a dis-
tance would spell death. I have heard the opinion hazarded 
by a Bagobo youth that the Takawanan might go away for 
just a little while without the body dying, but this idea may 
have been suggested by observing his shadow, and fancying 
that it might move away from him. The customary concept 
of the Takawanan, as well as the conduct observed at a 
deathbed, implies that this soul inhabits the human body 
perpetually, or as a shadow remains closely attached to it, 
until death.
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Signs of Death

The beating of the pulse at the wrist and the pulsations that 
are to be felt ‘on top of the head’ are signs of the presence of 
the Gimokud Takawanan in the living body. When a Bagobo 
is mortally sick and death is imminent, an attendant holds 
the wrist of the patient, with the index and the middle fin-
gers at the dorsal side, and the thumb on the pulse, in order 
to note whether the Gimokud is still there. When the pulse 
ceases to throb, the Gimokud is ready to take leave of the 
body, but, since it cannot find an exit through the wrist or 
the finger-tips, it passes up to the head of the dying man and 
goes out through that point in the crown where a pulsation 
is apparent (probably the anterior fontanelle). Somebody lays 
fingers or the palm of the hand on top of the head to ascer-
tain the exact moment when the Gimokud takes its flight. 
The cessation of the heart-beat, laginawa, is often noted 
also. The signs of death are therefore three: (a) The stilling 
of the pulse; (b) The cessation of throbbing on the skullcap; 
(c) The stopping of the heartbeat.

Sometimes they make efforts to detain the Takawanan in 
the body: they seize and shake the arms of the dying man; 
they grasp his head and make it wag to and fro, in the hope 
of checking the spirit’s departure; but as the sure signs of 
death become apparent they cease all efforts to hold the 
Gimokud.

Summons to the Living

Between the time of death and burial it is still possible for 
the right-hand soul to communicate with the living, and 
this it does on a vast scale. Immediately after leaving the 
body, it is customary for the spirit to give notice of its last 



%LRLQD�EL�ZDNH
GML�JZH�ZD�JH

the thunderbird

thunders


